Pools for Chlorine Use : Mystic II Complete Chlorine Pool Kit

Mystic II Complete Chlorine Pool Kit

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:

Ask a question about this product

Description

WHAT COMES IN THE KIT?
Pool Framework

Mystic II Pool Model
Our Mystic II All Resin above ground swimming pool is certainly a leader in pool design and quality. The Mystic II is all resin from top to bottom
aside of its heavy duty all steel corrugated wall with Crystex Coating. All Resin parts of the pool are non-corrosive and acid rain resistant. The
resin material also includes ultraviolet inhibitors to protect itself from the suns harmful rays, keeping the resin looking new for years and years to
come. Its matching top and bottom decorative caps add style and flare to the pools modern look. Backed by it's incredible 50 year warranty, the
Mystic II is sure to give you a long, reliable life filled with fun in the sun. The Mystic II is simply the best pool around. The Mystic II pool kit
includes the 20mil Premium Golden Beach Beaded Liner to compliment its modern look and feel.
52" wall height
7" Extruded Resin Top Seats
6" Extruded Resin support for durability
All Resin Top and Bottom Plates
All Resin Top and Bottom Stabilizer Track
All Resin Decorative Caps for long life
Weather Resistant Epoxy Paint and Crystex Clear Coating on pool wall
Corrugated Wall for maximum Sturdiness
50 year warranty: 3 years full warranty, then prorated
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Liner

20 MIL Premium Golden Beach EZ-Bead Liner

Our Golden Beach 20mil EZ Bead Liner is built to last and sparkle through the pool its whole life. The Golden Beach rope wall design contains
a dark rope border of woven colors and shapes. The side wall and bottom of the liner sparkles with a prism gleam to shimmer in the pool and
play with the sunlight.
At 20 MILS the Premium Golden Beach is almost twice as thick as the common 20 GAUGE liners.

Pump/Filter

Hayward 19" Sand filter System with 1.5 hp pump

The Hayward 19" Sand Filter System is more than adequate for any above ground pool size. The system will circulate all the water in a 24' pool
through the filter media 3 TIMES a day for a common 12 hours filtration cycle. All the filtration you need and then some!
Why sand filter? Because sand filters are the easiest and most reliable filter system made! Simply turn its handle to clean the filter on its own.
Turn the handle back when its done and your finished. Easy!

Chlorinator

Hayward Inline Chlorinator

The Hayward Inline Chlorinator makes chemical maintenance that much easier. Just fill the chlorinator up with chlorine tablets at the beginning
of the month and let it go. The chlorinator regulates how much chlorine you want in the pool and keeps it that way.
One more way to make your swimming experience that much easier!

Ladder

Heavy Duty A-Frame Ladder System

You need a way to get into and out of your new pool. You want it to last and look good for years. You want it to be tough. You want it to handle
any weight it may need to handle. You want wide, easy access and you want to be able to keep kids out of the pool when you are not there.
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All these reasons are why we place the Heavy Duty A-Frame Ladder System in each package. All Resin structure gives the ladder long and
beautiful life. Wide steps to easily go in and out of your pool. A cool, gray color for being there, but not standing out.

Equipment Pad

2' X 3' Equipment Pad

We throw this item into the package to preserve the life of your investment. The Equipment Pad keeps the pump and filter
system free from minerals in the soil and the elements. This lengthens the life of the filter system and keeps the area around the filter system
easier and cleaner to maintain.
2'x3' makes it big enough for any filter system.

Maintenance Kit

Deluxe Maintenance Kit
Thermometer: So you can check the water temperature before diving in.

Test Kit: So you can stay on top of the water chemistry.
Brush: Scrub the sides of the pool or push debris where you want it.
Leaf Skimmer: Scoop the floating leaves off of the top of the water or the floating bees that threaten your skimmers.
Vacuum Head: Vacuum out the debris, just in case your mother comes over.
Vacuum Hose: 35 feet long to manage every pool.
50' Backwash Hose: Use this to route water away from the pool when the filter is cleaning itself.

Skimmer

Widemouth Skimmer and Return

Water has to get from the pool to the filter system and there is no better way to do this that the extra large opening of the
widemouth skimmer. Every pool needs a skimmer and return, so you might as well do it best!

The Expert's Advice

The Mystic II is one of our most popular salt system pools. This pool has a solid structure and is perfect for building a deck
around it. The framework design makes it easy to get the boards under the top seats and have your deck looking nice without having to preform
a bunch of tricky cuts.
With a 50 year warranty, the Mystic II is built to last and being manufactured in Canada, its build for all weather types and the harshest of
conditions. The Mystic II doesn't have a great deal of cosmetic bells and whistles, but its a dependable, quality pool.
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Your choice!

POOL KIT UPGRADES
Liner

20 MIL Premium Brighton Prism EZ-Bead Liner

The Brighton Prism is an EZ Bead liner, just like the included Golden Beach and it is the exact same quality. So if you like this pattern better, go
for it. No right or wrong. Whatever you like best!

Pump/Filter

Hayward 22" Sand filter System with 1.5 hp Matrix pump

Just to let you know, the 19" filter that comes with the kit is well capable of keeping any pool size clean and headache free, but we
understand that different pool owners have different plans and ideas. For this reason, we offer the 22" system for those customers that are
placing the pump and filter system far away from the pool or those customers that just like an extra punch in filtration.

Deck Ladder

Heavy Duty All Resin Deck Ladder

Same quality, same width, same all resin structure as the included A-Frame ladder, just made for a deck. If you know that you are
going to build a deck immediately after you assemble the pool, then save some money and get the deck ladder instead of the A-Frame ladder.

THIS SELECTION SWAPS THE INCLUDED A-FRAME LADDER WITH THE DECK LADDER

Steps

Aqua Staircase
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Sometimes the swimmers that will be in your pool will have a hard time using the ladder system. This is where the Aqua
Staircase comes in. The Aqua Staircase is designed with one or two handrails, depending on your needs. This step system is the highest
quality step system we have seen.
One other benefit we have seen over the years with the Aqua Staircase is that the smaller kids can sit and play on the steps to enjoy the pool
with everyone else, and give them that "big kid" feeling. Having the Aqua Staircase always gives the little ones somewhere to play and be
apart of the pool experience.

THIS SELECTION SWAPS THE INCLUDED A-FRAME LADDER WITH THE AQUA STAIRCASE

Light

AquaIlluminator

The AquaIlluminator light is the brightest above ground pool light available. This makes it perfect for any size pool. The
AquaIlluminator is designed to be a light and a return from the filter system and fits into the return hole so no other holes will need to be cut into
the pool wall. This allows the pool owner to have a light and keep their pool's warranty.

Mineral System

Nature2 Mineral System

The easiest way to explain a Nature2 Mineral System is like this: Have you ever had a fish tank? You can't put chlorine in the
tank to clean the water, you will kill your fish. So what do you do? You use a mineral cartridge. As the water flows through the mineral
cartridge, the nature effects of the minerals on the water is to kill the bacteria.
This is exactly the same idea as a Nature2. As the pool's water flows through the cartridge, the bacteria is killed and the water is left clean.
However, seeing as though the pool is not in as controlled of an environment as a fish tank, chlorine is still needed to keep the sanitizer level
proper, but the chlorine use is cut in half. This saves you money and keeps the water cleaner with less chlorine in the water. WIN/WIN!
Now as far as this applies to your salt system pool is that you still reduce your sanitizer level and it greatly extends the life of your salt system
cell.

Pool Cove

Permanent Pool Cove

Permanent Pool Cove is what we call an insurance policy. If you are in a situation where water is flowing and running around the
pool, then permanent cove will help protect your pool's cove from washing away.
The cove is a very important structural idea with above ground pools and protecting it is a must. The cove is peel and stick, so installation is a
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snap!

Wall Foam

Waveless Wall Foam

Wall Foam is a must for anyone planning on have a heated pool. The foam helps insulate the pool's wall, which is where a great
deal of the pool's heat is lost. Wall Foam will help keep this heat in the water.
Another big advantage of wall foam is the fact that it will protect the wall from chlorinated water if the liner were to ever leak on the wall. It also
helps keep the liner from getting a puncture o the wall, since the foam will be the softest part between the wall and liner, taking the bulk of
pressure if the liner's wall is struck. Wall foam is not a must, but always a benefit.

Floor Foam

Waveless Floor Foam

Once a pool is filled with water, the sand underneath the liner will quickly become hard like concrete from the water weight on
top of it. This is where floor foam comes in. Seeing as though you are always bare foot inside the pool, floor foam will give you that extra
cushion and comfort.
Floor foam is extremely easy to install and we recommend it for every pool we sell or install. We have it on our pools and we know you would
love it in yours!
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